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OVERVIEW
Bonterra Energy Corp. ("Bonterra" or the "Company") is a conventional oil and gas
company with operations focused in the Pembina Cardium field in Alberta,
executing a strategy of long-term, sustainable growth and value creation for
shareholders. Bonterra’s long track record of performance is due to its experienced
management team, low-risk asset base and sustainable pace of development.

Financial

Unit

TSX: BNE

MM

33.8

%

15

Tax Pools at September 30, 2021

$MM

415

Tax Horizon

Year

2023

Q3 2021 Net Debt

$MM

308

Bank Line (subsequent to Q3 2021)

$MM

220

$MM

195

boe/d

12,5421

Light Oil and Liquids Production Weighting

%

63

Conventional Natural Gas Production Weighting

%

37

Years

7

(1P)2

Years

15

Reserve Life Index (2P)2

Years

18

Common Shares Outstanding
Insider Ownership

Drawn

PEMBINA
&
WILLESDEN GREEN
Edmonton

Operational
Q3 Average Production

Reserve Life Index (PDP)2
Reserve Life Index

Volumes comprised of 6,948 bbl/d of light and medium crude oil, 928 bbl/d natural gas liquids, and 27,995 mcf/d of
conventional natural gas
2 Sproule Associates Limited Dec 2020 report
1

Pembina:
Canada’s largest conventional
oilfield, offering long-term
stable production, high-quality
oil and attractive netbacks

Calgary
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PERFORMANCE SNAPSHOT:
FOR THE NINE MONTHS ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2021

$68.4MM

12,389BOE/D

Funds Flow1 ($1.98 per
diluted share)

29%

Average Production3

$49.6MM
Capital Expenditures

Lower drilling, completion
equip & tie-in costs

189.4

Net wells successfully abandoned;
209 planned by year end

29gross

Operated wells, drilled,
completed, equipped,
tied-in and placed
on production

(with support from SRP2)

1
2

"Funds Flow" is not recognized under IFRS see Non-IFRS Financial Measures
Alberta’s Site Rehabilitation Program (“SRP”)
page 26 for volume breakdowns by product type

3 See
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ABOUT THIS REPORT
The information contained in this report is intended for Bonterra Energy Corp.’s internal
and external stakeholders and covers performance data for the calendar years of 2018
to 2020 and the nine months ended September 30, 2021. This is Bonterra’s inaugural
Sustainability Report and outlines the Company’s approach to sustainability, including
opportunities and challenges, as well as the ways in which we are responding. As
Bonterra continues to evolve its environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) practices
and performance, the tactics, goals and initiatives to support its sustainability will also
grow and evolve. This report is designed to help Bonterra’s stakeholders achieve a
broader understanding of the Company’s commitment to operating in a responsible
and sustainable manner across all facets of the organization – from the field to the
boardroom and beyond.

Guided by the Task-Force for Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) framework,
Bonterra prepared this report using the recommended guidelines and disclosure
related to climate-related financial risks for all industries. Bonterra will continued to
incorporate and reference TCFD across the Company’s corporate and operational
strategies, including our approach to risk management. An integral part of this
approach includes an enhanced focus on emissions management, data capture and
aggregation going forward.

Bonterra remains committed to maintaining credibility, integrity and trust with all
stakeholders and to expanding the scope of reporting on its sustainability achievements
and targets in future years. We maintain the highest level of compliance to all applicable
regulations, standards and recommended industry best practices.
5
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MESSAGE TO STAKEHOLDERS
Bonterra Energy Corp. is proud to share its first sustainability
report which highlights the Company’s commitment to health
& safety, sustainable growth and value creation for shareholders,
as well as its continued dedication to environmental, social
and governance principles.
2020 was an unprecedented year of immense pandemic-related global challenges during
which time Bonterra has proactively worked to deal with the pubic health impact of COVID-19.
However, the Company has benefitted from the economic recovery to date in 2021 with
increased production of 12,389 BOE per day1 in the first nine months of 2021 from 10,575 BOE
per day1 in 2020 – and current production at approximately 14,000 BOE per day1. The
Company has continued to prioritize the health and safety of its employees, partners and
other stakeholders, and maintained a remote working environment with ongoing safety
measures in the field.
Despite these challenging times, Bonterra exited 2020 with greater financial sustainability given
the Company’s access to liquidity enhancing support from the Business Development Bank of
Canada (“BDC”) and Export Development Canada (“EDC”), the ability to accelerate
abandonment and reclamation efforts with Alberta’s Site Rehabilitation Program (“SRP”), and a
tactical plan for the future centered on long-term sustainable value creation. As the economy
began to recover following the global impact of COVID-19, Bonterra focused sharply on
returning production volumes to pre-COVID levels, and achieved that goal in the third quarter
of 2021. Meaningful debt repayment remains a primary focus, with the ultimate goal of
generating Free Funds Flow and executing a prudent capital program to drive value for all
stakeholders.
1See

page 26 for volume breakdowns by product type.

Throughout 2020 and into 2021, Bonterra’s Management Team, Board of
Directors, and dedicated employees remained committed to exemplifying best
practices related to ESG. This report outlines the progress made thus far as well
as providing a baseline on which to continue building for future years.
Supported by the SRP, Bonterra successfully abandoned 189.4 net wells over the
last nine months and is on track to decommission 209 in the 2021 calendar year,
demonstrating an ongoing focus on responsible environmental initiatives.
Winner of the 2020 Pro-Local Award, the Company has proven for years that it
cares about and supports Drayton Valley with support of local oil field services.
The Board of Directors boasts diverse membership, with two of the six members
being female, and all board committees are comprised of 100% independent
members.
With an established history of operational execution and commitment to
long‐term sustainability for shareholders, Bonterra has the assets and the people
to drive profitable development and be positioned to generate value for years to
come. The Board of Directors and management of the Company thank all
shareholders for their continued support over the past year, as well as all
employees, contractors and consultants for their valued contributions and
steadfast support during these unprecedented times.

D. Michael G. Stewart
Board Chair
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MATERIAL PILLARS
Bonterra’s material ESG pillars are those factors which are most likely to affect the financial condition or operating performance of the Company and other businesses within the
oil and gas sector. These pillars assist the Company in identifying and understanding the specific ESG topics that are the most critical for the organization and its stakeholders.
This involved looking at and prioritizing a variety of issues and factors based on their potential impact on Bonterra and their relative importance to stakeholders.

ENVIRONMENT

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

• Emissions Management

• Health & Safety

• Board Oversight

• Water Usage

• Community Investment

• Board Composition

• Abandonment & Reclamation

• Our People

• Leadership Accountabilities

• Asset Integrity Management
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BONTERRA’S APPROACH TO ACCOUNTABILITY
Bonterra’s Board has the ultimate responsibility for reviewing and approving the Company’s long-term climate and risk management objectives, while holding management
directly accountable for the priorities related to ESG matters. Bonterra is committed to maintaining transparency and accountability and taking the necessary actions to provide
a safe work environment and employing practices and procedures which meet or exceed regulatory requirements.

ENVIRONMENT
Bonterra’s
Commitment
Contribution
to Value
Creation

Material
Topics

Responsibly develop Bonterra’s assets
Reduce the environmental impacts of
operations

SOCIAL
Maintain committed & trained
workforce
Foster community relationships

Promote diversity

GOVERNANCE
Effective Board leadership
Leadership commitment
Ethics and compliance

• Reliability of operations and reduced costs
• End of life liability reduced
• Trust built with all stakeholders

• Strong employee engagement
• Local communities open to development
• Governance enhanced by broad range of
skills and experience

• Culture of continuous improvement
• Innovative approach to problem solving
• Committed and responsible oversight

• Reduce GHG emissions by modernizing
infrastructure
• Active program to eliminate venting and flaring
• Integrity management programs
• Accelerate asset retirement obligations
• Minimal surface disturbance through pad drilling
• Water usage

• Safety programs (employee and contractor)
• Stakeholder engagement
• Board diversity

• Board oversight via policies including ESG,
Code of Conduct, Disclosure & Trading,
HSE manual, Whistleblower
• Pipeline integrity protocols
• Emergency response procedures and
practices
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TASK FORCE FOR CLIMATE-RELATED FINANCIAL DISCLOSURES (TCFD)
The TCFD has established disclosure recommendations related to the need for more effective climate-related disclosures which promote the market’s ability to make more
informed investment, credit, and insurance underwriting decisions which, in turn, enable stakeholders to better understand exposures to climate-related risks within the financial
system. These disclosure recommendations are structured around four thematic areas that are intended to interlink and inform each other and represent core elements of how
organizations operate: governance, strategy, risk management, and metrics and targets.

Governance
Describe the board’s oversight of climate-related risks and opportunities
The Board of Bonterra has ultimate responsibility for the strategic planning and oversight of the
organization which includes Health, Safety and Environment (HSE), risk management, corporate
communications and ESG matters. The Board is in place to steward the Company, providing
oversight and governance of the management team and ensuring optimal committees and
structures are in place to support sound governance. Bonterra’s Board is comprised of six
directors, five of whom are independent, and the Board chair is separate from the role of CEO.
The Board meets at least quarterly and has established four committees: Audit; Human Resources
and Compensation; Reserves; and Corporate, Governance and Nominating Committee (CG&NC).
The CG&NC is responsible for evaluating Board and Board member performance.
Bonterra’s ESG initiatives, strategies and reporting fall under the purview of the CG&NC
committee charter. The Committee’s mandate is to provide oversight of the policies and strategies,
communications and engagement on ESG and sustainability matters to ensure that, as a
responsible corporate citizen, all of the Company’s obligations and objectives are met.

9
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TCFD, CONTINUED
Strategy
Describe the climate related risks and opportunities the Company has identified over the short, medium and long term

Risks

Potential Financial Impacts

Increased pricing of GHG
Mandates on, and regulation of,
existing products
Substitution of existing products and
services with lower emission options
Changing customer behavior

Higher operating costs
Reduced demand for products and services

Discrediting of sector
Increased stakeholder concern and
negative shareholder feedback
Increased severity of weather patterns (fire)
Increased costs of raw materials,
supplies and contractor costs

Increased asset value write-downs and early retirement of
existing assets
Negative shift in customer preference for fossil fuels leading
to reduced revenue
Less capital available for development; less support for
future projects
Reduced demand, reduction in capital availability

Opportunities

Potential Financial Impacts

Use of new technologies

Enhanced reputational benefit plus
increased efficiency and process
automation through AI, reservoir modeling
and automation
Increased financial flexibility and funding
access
Lower operating costs

Use of more efficient production and
distribution processes

Use of supportive policy incentives
Use of lower emission sources of energy

Increased production capacity leading to
increased revenue; improved netbacks

Increased insurance costs
Higher costs; lower demand

Risk Management
Describe the Company’s organizational processes for identifying and assessing climate-related risks
CG&NC has oversight of Bonterra’s climate-related risks and opportunities. Together, the Board and Management have established a risk/opportunity matrix that includes
numerous climate-focused topics relevant for Bonterra and its business. On an annual basis, the Company evaluates and updates this matrix to reflect changes in the
broader economic and environmental landscape, with the view to incorporating additional risks or opportunities. Bonterra strives to closely align its ESG strategy with its
corporate strategy, to ensure a balanced cost/benefit for the Company.
10
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TCFD, CONTINUED
Metrics and Targets
Bonterra has, and will continue to, focus on emission reductions and improvements. With respect to targets going forward, the Company intends to establish goals
and targets for Scope 1 (defined as direct emissions from Bonterra’s owned or controlled operations) and Scope 2 (defined as indirect emissions related to the
purchase of electricity or other energy forms) over time. In the near term, Bonterra will focus on identifying and setting emissions targets for the next Sustainability
Report, anticipated to be published towards the end of 2022. Throughout the Company’s operations, procedures and practices are being implemented in order to
allow for Bonterra to monitor, track, and quantify emissions accurately.

Scope 1 and Scope 2 Emissions
140,000

128,888
119,030

120,000

CO2e (tonnes)

100,000

91,463

89,698

86,232

80,000
63,786

60,000
40,000

37,425
29,332

22,446

20,000
2019

2020
Scope 1, Direct

Scope 2, Indirect

To end of Q3 2021
Total Scope 1 and 2
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ENVIRONMENT
Bonterra is committed to achieving a high standard of environmental stewardship across all aspects of its operations. The Company strives to
achieve an optimal balance between protection of the environment and the drive to create economic prosperity for shareholders, employees
and the communities where Bonterra operates.
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KEY ENVIRONMENTAL PRIORITIES
Critical issues such as emissions management, land and biodiversity, asset and operational integrity, as well as abandonment and reclamation initiatives remain at the forefront of the
Company. Unwavering, Bonterra aims to strictly adhere to all applicable environmental regulations, statutes, and industry standards, and where possible, seek to go beyond just the
minimum threshold of compliance standards. The Company has identified key environmental priorities which are at the heart of its commitment to minimize disturbance, mitigate risk
and do whatever necessary to protect people and the planet.

Emission Management
•
•
•

Gas conservation
Fugitive emission survey – through the use of gas
imaging, identifying, quantifying and repairing
Eliminate venting and flaring – through facility
consolidation, technological improvements &
decommissioning of older infrastructure

Land & Biodiversity
•
•

•

Minimal disturbance drilling techniques - applied
to reduce the overall environmental impact
Animal life monitoring and protections – set up
around well sites to minimize effects to surrounding
flora and fauna
Restoration of land post-activity – responsible
clean up of sites with active reclamation

Asset & Operational Integrity
•
•

Incident responses & investigations - enables rapid
investigations and recoveries
Asset integrity program - ensures safe operation of assets
• Visual review and testing
• Material testing
• Risk and hazard identification

13
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RESPONSIBLE RECLAMATION

• Successfully abandoned 189.4 net wells in the nine months ended
September 30, 2021 - Demonstrating the Company’s ongoing focus on
responsible ESG initiatives and supported by the SRP.
• Budget includes well abandonment and reclamation initiatives Bonterra’s 2021 budget included $4 million targeting reductions in the
Company’s operated inactive well count by ~209 net wells by the end of
2021.
• Well abandonment far outpacing well count growth rate – exponential
increases in the Company’s well abandonment relative to total well count
further emphasizes commitment to ESG initiatives.

Cumulative Net Wells Abandoned Since 2020

• Alleviate abandonment obligations - Submitted applications to Alberta’s
SRP for which Bonterra received approval of ~$6.6 million of abandonment
obligation relief.

600

100%

480

80%

360

60%

240

40%

120

20%

0
2020

2021

2022

0%
2023

14

% of Abandonment Candidates

Bonterra Well Abandonment
Program - Year End

Abandonment and Reclamation
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SOCIAL

Bonterra is committed to the protection of life, property and communities in its role as a responsible and respectful oil and gas producer. Accordingly,
the Company’s goal is to ensure the health and safety of employees, contractors, neighbors and all others involved in, or impacted by, its operations.
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PROTECTION OF PEOPLE
Contributing to the general well-being and improvement of towns, cities and regions in the vicinity of its operations is a priority for Bonterra. The Company proudly provides support
to community programs focused on areas such as social welfare, health, youth and education and arts and culture. Bonterra also encourages the recruitment of qualified local
personnel, while directly supports local businesses and indirectly contributes to employment and tax income due to its operations.

Health and Safety

Bonterra’s Governing Safety Documents

At Bonterra, all work, whether in the office or in the field, is led by qualified professionals bound by a code of
ethics and self regulated through organizations such as the Association of Professional Engineers and
Geoscientists of Alberta (APEGA). In addition, as a Canadian-based oil and gas company whose assets are
concentrated in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin, Bonterra is subject to some of the most
stringent environmental and operating regulations in the world. The Company adheres to these
regulations and requirements, which ensure health, safety and environmental protections, along with
regular monitoring and transparent reporting.

HS&E Manual
further defines policies and procedures

Bonterra provides a safe work environment and has implemented extensive policies, procedures, equipment
and emergency response plans designed to protect the health and well-being of its staff, contractors and the
general public. The Company maintains an educational-based safety program that tracks, investigates and
strives for constant improvement across all facets of the operations. A fulsome asset integrity program is in
place which defines inspection intervals, performs ongoing routine maintenance, ensures equipment and
infrastructure gets replaced as needed, and that assets are constantly assessed for improvement. Bonterra has
appropriate insurance coverage, and closely adheres to the Alberta, Saskatchewan and British Columbia
Occupational Health and Safety Acts and WorkSafeBC.

Pipeline Integrity & Operating Manual
outlines protocols for inspections
and safety assurances

Emergency Response Manual
defines response to any potential
emergencies

Pressure Equipment Owner
User Manual
defines how pressure
equipment must be
maintained
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SUPPORTING THE COMMUNITY
People & Community

Commitments, Pledges & Benefits

Bonterra regularly consults with internal and external
stakeholders who are impacted by its operations and the
Company remains committed to working with affected parties to
resolve any concerns or answer questions that may arise.
Evidence of this proactive commitment led to Bonterra being
named the winner of the 2020 Pro-Local Award as an
organization who has demonstrated that it cares and is an
engaged member of Drayton Valley through ongoing support of
local oil field services, businesses and people.
The Company is an active member of the Explorers and
Producers Association of Canada (EPAC), which provides
Canada’s conventional energy producers and industry employees
across Western Canada with support, information, lobbying and
valuable networking. In addition, Bonterra is a member of the
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP),
representing Canada’s larger market cap companies.
In accordance with public health measures, in 2020 and 2021, the
Company hosted its Annual and Special Meeting of Shareholders
in a virtual-only format, with the 2021 meeting conducted via live
webcast, enabling shareholders to vote in real time at the
meeting while proactively dealing with the public health impact
of COVID-19.

In addition to supporting local communities where Bonterra
operates through employment, tax payments, use of local
services and businesses, but the Company also maintains a
positive and engaging workplace for all employees.
Following are just some of the ways Bonterra strives to
provide employees with a positive culture & environment:
• Hiring of summer students
• Support for professional development, including
financial support to maintain professional designations
Edmonton
Yellowhead

Leduc
Brazeau

Clearwater

Calgary

Wetaskiwin

• Providing employees with flex days, remote working
capabilities, and an attractive health care spending
account
• Enabling employees to participate in the Company’s
stock option plan which strengthens employees’
engagement while further aligning with shareholders
• Company-sponsored and organized social events
• Adoption of advanced technologies designed to help
employees perform at a higher level, such as using
artificial intelligence in geology as a predictive model for
well performance across different geological locations
that aids in future financial forecasting
17
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GOVERNANCE

With dedication to transparency and integrity, Bonterra’s Board
considers ESG performance to be a critical component of the
Company’s strategy as it pursues sustainable growth and longterm value creation for shareholders.
18
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STRONG OVERSIGHT
Bonterra is committed to upholding the highest standards of corporate governance and the Company views corporate responsibility as far more than an obligation that must be
fulfilled. The Company takes pride in bettering the communities in which its people live and work and strives to lead by example.

Board of Directors

Board Diversity

Bonterra’s Board of Directors has undergone a meaningful refresh over the past two years, which has included the addition
of four new members, Ms. Jacqueline Ricci, Ms. Stacey MacDonald, Mr. John J. Campbell and Mr. D. Michael G. Stewart.
With these individuals joining the Board, Bonterra further enhanced its diversity and added meaningful new perspectives
and skillsets to the Board.
From a practical perspective, the Board of Directors discharges its duties through regular meetings (or conference calls
during the COVID-19 pandemic) which are held at least four times per year, or as deemed necessary in order to be
effective. The Board of Directors also retains independent advisory services, if deemed necessary, which are paid for by
Bonterra.

Policies & Integrity
The Company’s Board has established best practices, including inviting all members to attend committee meetings as
observers; to hold in camera sessions with only independent members so the CEO is not present; and a separate Board
committee to oversee ESG, HSE, and Sustainability.
In addition, all Board committees - Audit; Human Resources and Compensation; Reserves; and Corporate Governance and
Nominating Committee (CG&NC) - are 100% independent.
Bonterra has established strong governance policies which include a Code of Conduct, Insider Trading and Disclosure
Policy, Whistleblower Policy, Majority Voting Policy and a Diversity Policy which is intended to set out a framework that
promotes diversity on the Board.

33%

67%

Female

Male

~6.1 years

Average Bonterra Board
Member Tenure
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Company Snapshot

Units

Q3 2021 YTD

2020

2019

2018

Petroleum and natural gas sales

$ Thousands CAD

172,414

121,642

202,749

223,388

Royalties

$ Thousands CAD

16,935

7,821

14,274

23,822

Operating expenses

$ Thousands CAD

50,719

58,525

69,673

69,861

Salaries and benefits

$ Thousands CAD

3,463

3,903

4,569

4,633

Capital expenditures

$ Thousands CAD

49,646

43,728

53,627

78,737

Dividends

$ Thousands CAD

0

1,002

4,007

36,985

Net, Sales

boe/d

12,389

10,575

12,305

13,206

Oil

bbl/d

7,051

5,832

7,310

8,119

NGL

bbl/d

983

1,032

986

995

Conventional natural gas

Mcf/d

26,131

22,268

24,305

24,549

Energy equivalent - Volume bases

m3 oil equivalent/yr

718,938

615,352

714,064

766,349

Proved Producing

Mboe

N/A

33,243

38,136

39,851

Total Proved

Mboe

N/A

75,319

81,537

80,634

Proved + Probable

Mboe

N/A

93,910

101,077

101,225

Proved + Probable in or near Indigenous land

%

N/A

0

0

0

Production (Net)

Reserves Summary
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Units

Q3 2021 YTD

2020

2019

2018

Direct, scope 1

CO2e tonnes

63,786

89,698

91,463

90,585

Carbon Dioxide (CO2)

CO2e tonnes

49,029

61,270

62,768

61,619

Methane (CH4)

CO2e tonnes

14,403

27,987

28,243

28,523

Fuel combustions

CO2e tonnes

47,835

60,640

60,909

59,810

Flare

CO2e tonnes

4,728

5,030

6,367

6,224

Vent

CO2e tonnes

11,222

24,028

24,187

24,551

Fugitives

CO2e tonnes

Baseline surveys in progress

Not measured

Not measured

Not measured

Indirect, scope 2

CO2e tonnes

22,446

29,332

37,425

40,133

Total, Scope 1 & Scope 2

CO2e tonnes

86,232

119,030

128,888

130,718

Direct GHG intensity

kg CO2e/boe

13.65

22.67

19.67

17.91

Indirect GHG intensity

kg CO2e/boe

4.80

7.41

8.05

7.94

Total GHG intensity

kg CO2e/boe

18.45

30.09

27.72

25.85

Carbon dioxide sequestered

CO2e tonnes

0

0

0

0

Fresh water, withdrawals

m3

97,006

116,385

107,776

160,121

Non-potable water withdrawals

m3

Not tracked

Not tracked

Not tracked

Not tracked

Fresh water intensity

m3/boe

0.021

0.029

0.023

0.032

Produced water (Saline), withdrawals

m3

645,693

670,947

912,227

986,490

Frac water used

m3

94,501

71,902

62,291

80,115

Number of wells frac'd

count

35

22

20

27

Frac water used per well

m3

2,700

3,268

3,115

2,967

Injected for waterflood

m3

647,818

660,482

878,014

992,841

Injected for disposal

m3

69,690

56,072

81,650

72,063

Emissions

Water
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Units

Q3 2021 YTD

2020

2019

2018

Number of reportable spills

count

7

8

8

5

Total volume of reportable spills

m3

3

1

144

32

Spill intensity

m3/boe

0.00000066

0.00000034

0.00003206

0.00000664

Pipeline incidents

count

3

2

7

3

Pipeline operated distance

kms

1,026

1,061

1,257

1,337

Pipeline incident frequency rate

count/1000km

0.003

0.002

0.006

0.002

Wellsite inspections

count

14

22

26

8

Facility inspections

count

12

13

19

10

Rig inspections

count

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Number of producing wells

net

817

838

896

941

Number of inactive producing wells

net

508

650

667

611

Number of injecting wells

net

131

151

164

168

Number of inactive injection wells

net

62

58

55

52

Number of abandoned wells

net

499

290

182

168

Well Count

net

2017

1987

1964

1940

ARO Spend Requirements

net

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Wells abandoned

net

209

108

14

10

Active reclamation ongoing

net

11

6

6

0

Reclamation certificates received

net

0

0

0

0

Area of active wellsite's in active reclamation

Ha

36

17

17

0

Gross ARO Spend

$ Thousands CAD

7,999

4,395

2,605

1,346

Environmental Liabilities

Abandonment & Reclamation
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Social
Employee Profile
Full-time

count

37

36

38

38

Part-time

count

0

0

0

0

Field

count

5

6

6

6

Office

count

32

30

32

32

Employees per 1,000 boe/d

count

2.99

3.40

3.09

2.88

Production per employee

boe/d

0.0030

0.0034

0.0031

0.0029

Corporate, % Female

%

35%

39%

42%

42%

Corporate, % Male

%

65%

61%

58%

58%

Board of Directors, % Female

%

33%

17%

0%

0%

Board of Directors, % Male

%

67%

83%

100%

100%

Number of whistleblower reports

count

0

1

0

0

Number of whistleblower reports outstanding

count

0

0

0

0

Diversity

Governance
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FORWARD LOOKING INFORMATION
Certain statements contained in this report include statements which contain words such as “anticipate”, “could”, “should”, “expect”, “seek”, “may”, “intend”, “likely”, “will”, “believe” and
similar expressions, statements relating to matters that are not historical facts, and such statements of our beliefs, intentions and expectations about development, results and events
which will or may occur in the future, constitute “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation and are based on certain assumptions and
analysis made by us derived from our experience and perceptions. Forward-looking information in this report includes, but is not limited to: expected cash provided by continuing
operations; future capital expenditures, including the amount and nature thereof; well abandonment and reclamation initiatives, air and water management systems, activities to reduce
the environmental impact of operations, oil and gas reserves, oil and natural gas prices and demand; expansion and other development trends of the oil and gas industry; business strategy
and outlook; expansion and growth of our combined business and operations; and maintenance of existing supplier and partner relationships; supply channels; accounting policies; credit
risks; and other such matters
All such forward-looking information is based on certain assumptions and analyses made by us in light of our experience and perception of historical trends, current conditions and expected
future developments, as well as other factors we believe are appropriate in the circumstances. The risks, uncertainties, and assumptions are difficult to predict and may affect operations,
and may include, without limitation: foreign exchange fluctuations; equipment and labour shortages and inflationary costs; general economic conditions; industry conditions; changes in
applicable environmental, taxation and other laws and regulations as well as how such laws and regulations are interpreted and enforced; the ability of oil and natural gas companies to
raise capital; the effect of weather conditions on operations and facilities; the existence of operating risks; volatility of oil and natural gas prices; oil and gas product supply and demand;
risks inherent in the ability to generate sufficient cash flow from operations to meet current and future obligations; increased competition; the continuing and uncertain impact of COVID19; stock market volatility; opportunities available to or pursued by us; and other factors, many of which are beyond our control. The foregoing factors are not exhaustive.
Actual results, performance or achievements could differ materially from those expressed in, or implied by, this forward-looking information and, accordingly, no assurance can be given
that any of the events anticipated by the forward-looking information will transpire or occur, or if any of them do so, what benefits will be derived there from. Except as required by law,
Bonterra disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

The forward-looking information contained herein is expressly qualified by this cautionary statement.
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FORWARD LOOKING INFORMATION
Non-IFRS Financial Measures
Throughout this report Bonterra uses the terms “funds flow”, “free funds flow”, "net debt" and "field netback" to analyze operating performance, which are not standardized measures
recognized under IFRS and do not have a standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS. These measures are commonly utilized in the oil and gas industry and are considered informative by
management, shareholders and analysts. These measures may differ from those made by other companies and accordingly may not be comparable to such measures as reported by other
companies. Bonterra defines funds flow as funds provided by operations excluding effects of changes in non-cash working capital items and commissioning expenditures settled. Free funds
flow is defined as funds flow less dividends paid to shareholders, capital and decommissioning expenditures settled. Net debt is defined as current liabilities less current assets plus longterm bank debt and subordinated debt. Field netback is defined as revenue minus royalties, operating expenses and transportation expenses.
Oil and Gas Information
This report contains metrics commonly used in the oil and natural gas industry, such as "BOE" and "reserve life index". Each of these metrics are determined by Bonterra as specifically set
forth in this report. These terms do not have standardized meanings or standardized methods of calculation and therefore may not be comparable to similar measures presented
by other companies, and therefore should not be used to make such comparisons. Such metrics have been included to provide readers with additional information to evaluate the
Bonterra’s performance, however such metrics should not be unduly relied upon for investment or other purposes. Management uses these metrics for its own performance
measurements and to provide readers with measures to compare Bonterra’s performance over time.
The term barrels of oil equivalent may be misleading, particularly if used in isolation. A BOE conversion ratio of six thousand cubic feet per barrel 6 mcf/bbl of natural gas to barrels of oil
equivalence is based on an energy equivalency conversion method primarily applicable at the burner tip and does not represent a value equivalency at the wellhead. All BOE conversions in
the report are derived from converting gas to oil in the ratio mix of six thousand cubic feet of gas to one barrel of oil.
Reserve Life Index is an index reflecting the theoretical production life of a property if the remaining reserves were to be produced out at current production rates. The index is calculated
by dividing the reserves in the selected reserve category at a certain date by the annualized fourth quarter production from the preceding twelve month period.
Management uses these oil and gas metrics for its own performance measurements and to provide shareholders with measures to compare Bonterra’s performance over time, however,
such measures are not reliable indicators of the Company’s future performance and future performance may not compare to the performance in previous periods. Readers are cautioned
that the information provided by these metrics, or that can be derived from the metrics presented in this report, should not be relied upon for investment or other purposes.
Page 4 & Page 6 Production by Product Type
Volumes of 12,389 BOE per day in the first nine months of 2021 comprised of 6,948 bbl/d of light and medium crude oil, 928 bbl/d natural gas liquids, and 27,995 mcf/d of conventional
natural gas. Volumes of 10,575 BOE per day in 2020 comprised of 5,832 bbl/d of light and medium crude oil, 1,032 bbl/d natural gas liquids, and 22,268 mcf/d of conventional natural gas.
Volumes of 14,000 of current production (Dec 2021) comprised of 7,922 bbl/d light & medium crude oil, 1,105 bbl/d NGLs and 30,379 mcf/d of conventional natural gas.
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